May 8, 2020

Dear Supply Chain Partners:

Recent public events have underscored the need for continued vigilance to ensure a secure supply chain.

For example, the Cybersecurity & Information Security Agency (CISA) issued an alert on April 29 entitled, Microsoft Office 365 Security Recommendations, summarizing security considerations associated with the recent increase in telework and cloud collaboration services.

In an April 6 news release, the FBI warned of a rise in business email compromise schemes related to the COVI-19 pandemic. The news release includes specific examples, as well as recommendations to help protect business and personal information.

As a reminder, pertinent information is available on the Northrop Grumman Suppliers website and at our Suppliers COVID-19 Resource Center. For additional cybersecurity information, please visit our Cybersecurity Resources for Suppliers webpage.

Thank you for your continued partnership.